Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
about theSenda B / theSenda Plug
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How do I connect the theSenda B remote control to the theSenda Plug app?
•

Open the theSenda Plug app on the smartphone or tablet.

•

Briefly press the <BLE button> (1) on the theSenda B remote control.


•

The red LED (2) on the theSenda B remote begins to flash.

Briefly touch the <BLE logo> (3) on the theSenda Plug app.


A new “Searching for devices” page appears.

•

The app searches for and displays all devices available over BLE in the vicinity.

•

Tap the required device (blue arrow) and then press <OK> (4).


The main menu page appears and the BLE logo (3) colour changes to blue.



The red LED (2) now lights up on the theSenda B remote control.

•

The connections is established and all functions are available.

•

Note: If the app is not being used, the connection will automatically disconnect after 3.5 minutes. The app
displays a corresponding message: “Connection to theSenda B remote control lost”.
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How do I find the right detector or spotlight?

In order for theSenda B to be able to communicate with the detector or spotlight, the correct device type must
be selected in the app. There are 3 different ways to search for devices:
1. Using the filter function
Reduce the number of displayed device families by selecting the <DALI>, <230V> or <KNX> (5) filters.
Then select the required device family.
 A new page appears listing the available device types.
• Tap the required device type and then press <Next> (6).
 A new page with the required device type appears and is ready for operation or configuration.
•
•

Filter 5

Device type page
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2. Automatic check
•

In the main menu, press the tile containing the question mark (7).


This opens a new window instructing you to point the theSenda B at the device.

•

Note: The front part of the theSenda B must have a clear view of the device and it must be aligned
straight. The distance to the device must not exceed 10 m.

•

Then press <Next> (8).


•

•

A new page appears listing the available device types.

If you already have an idea which device it might be, tap the appropriate device type and immediately
look at the device.


If the red LED on the device flashes briefly only once, it is not the right device type. Select the next
device type or start the automatic search function.



If the red LED on the device flashes several times, it is the right device type. Then please press the
<flashes often> (9) button.



A new page with the required device type appears and is ready for operation or configuration.

If you have no idea which device it might be, press the <Start> (10) button and immediately look at the
device.


If the red LED on the device flashes briefly only once, it was not the right device type. Wait for the
next flashing pattern on the device.



If the red LED on the device flashes several times, it is the right device type. Then immediately press
the <flashes often> (9) button.



A new page with the required device type appears and is ready for operation or configuration.

8
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3. Finding the device type via the parameter set
The prerequisite for this option is that you have already created at least one parameter set. See “How do I
create a parameter set”.
•

In the main menu, press the upper <Load parameterset> bar (11).


A new “Parameter sets” page appears containing the previously created parameter sets and
corresponding device type.

•

If required, the “Family filter” and “Device filter” can be used to reduce the number of displayed device
types.

•

Tap the required parameter set and then press <Continue> (12).


A new “Parameter” page with the required device type appears and is ready for operation or
configuration.
30

11

12

Tip: If the device type is a detector, you can use the Send button (30) to send all parameters of the current
device type to the detector with a single click. It couldn't be any easier.
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How do I change a parameter?
The procedure for changing a parameter is always the same. It is only when you select or enter the
parameter that there are different methods such as selection windows, sliders or input windows. Here is an
example of how to change the brightness setpoint value:
•

Briefly tap the parameter page (13) of the required device type to open it.


•

A new “Parameter” page appears listing the available parameters. Swipe up or down with your finger
to navigate through the entire parameter page.

Tap the required parameter, e.g. Brightness setpoint C1 (blue arrow).


This opens a new window with 3 input options:


Slider (14): swipe to set the desired value. This value is displayed at the top right.



Input window: tap the pencil icon (15). Type the desired value on the displayed keyboard.



Checkbox (16): tap briefly, confirmed by . This has selected the “Light measurement off”
option.

•

Then press <OK> (17). The desired value is displayed on the parameter page.

•

The value still needs to be sent to the device. Press the Send button (18) to do so.


•

A detector confirms that it has received the parameter by repeatedly flashing the red LED; a spotlight
confirms by flashing the LED twice.

Note: Before sending, make sure that the connection is still established to the theSenda B remote! The
front part of the theSenda B must have a clear view of the device and it must be aligned straight. The
distance to the device must not exceed 10 m.
16
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How do I read out a parameter from the device?
This function is only possible for detectors. The procedure for reading out all parameters is always the same.
You can only read out parameters that feature a question mark (19). Here is an example of how to read out
the brightness setpoint value C1:
•

Briefly tap the parameter page (13) of the required device type to open it.


•

A new “Parameter” page appears listing the available parameters. Swipe up or down with your finger
to navigate through the entire parameter page.

Tap the question mark (19) for the required parameter, e.g. Brightness setpoint C1.


This opens a new window instructing you to aim the theSenda B at the detector (image A).

•

Note: The front part of the theSenda B must have a clear view of the detector and it must be aligned
straight. The distance to the detector must not exceed 10 m.

•

Then press <Continue> (20) and immediately look at the detector.


A new window opens (image B). Based on the flashing pattern that you can observe on the detector,
please press the <flashes once> (21) or <flashes often> (22) button and immediately look at the
detector.



Repeat the process until the desired value (23) appears.

Image A

Image B
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How do I create a parameter set?
For each device, customer-specific parameter sets can be saved and named accordingly. This makes them
easier to reuse, for example in different buildings. The parameter sets can also be created in advance,
and transferred later, during installation. For archiving and administration purposes, the parameter sets
can be exported, for instance via email.
•

Briefly tap the parameter page (13) of the required device type to open it.
A new “Parameter” page appears listing the available parameters. Swipe up or down with your finger
to navigate through the entire parameter page.


•

The first thing to do is to select a default template in the window (24). All parameters are updated
accordingly.

•

The parameters can now be customised.

•

Tap the + symbol (25) to create a parameter set.
This opens a new “Save as” window.


•

Use the displayed keyboard to enter the desired name and confirm by pressing the <Go> button (26).
A new confirmation window opens. Press <OK>. The new parameter set appears in the window (27).


•

All the parameter sets in the window (27) can be accessed and then edited as well as saved with icon
(28) or deleted with icon (29).

Tip: If the device type is a detector, you can use the Send button (30) to send all parameters of the current
device type to the detector with a single click. It couldn't be any easier.
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How is the light measurement simply calibrated at the detector?
Depending on the type of detector, they have 1, 2 or 3 integrated independent light measurements. Theben
has invented a simple and revolutionary procedure for calibrating the light measurement. No additional tools
are needed thanks to the integrated lux meter in the theSenda B remote control. You will find detailed
information on this topic in the operating manual of the relevant detector.
The following example shows how to calibrate the brightness measurement for the theRonda P360-330 DALI
detector with 3 light measurements:
•

Briefly tap the parameter page (13) of the required device type to open it.


•

Press the <Bright. measure val. Win> (31) parameter.


•

A new “Parameters” page appears listing the available parameters. Swipe up or down with your finger
to navigate through the entire parameter page.
A new window opens with the instruction where to place the theSenda B.

Position the theSenda B according to the drawing. Move a few steps away from the measurement
location, so the light measurement will not be influenced. Then press <OK> (32).


A new “Bright. measure val. Win” window with the measured brightness measurement value is
shown.

•

Press <OK> (33). The measured brightness measurement value is displayed for the <Bright. measure
val. Win> parameter.

•

The value still needs to be sent to the device. Press the Send button (34) to do so.

•

After this, the brightness measurement is calibrated for the window light measurement.

Repeat the procedure for the middle light measurement with the <Bright. measure val. Mid> parameter and
inside light measurement with the <Bright. measure val. Inn> parameter.
Note: The integrated lux meter in the theSenda B can be calibrated with a reference lux meter. Select the
Settings menu and tap <Change> for Lux value correction. Then enter the reference lux meter measurement
value and confirm with <OK>.
31
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How do I create a password?
The theSenda Plug app is free for everyone. To protect a system against external tampering, the theSenda B
remote control is protected with a password. Then it is only possible to connect the theSenda B to the
theSenda Plug app with a password.
•

Open the Settings page (35).


•

Under “Password”, press the <Change> field.


•

A new “Password settings” page appears.

Press the <Pencil> (37) next to “Change password”.


•

A new “Settings” page appears.

A new “Enter password” window appears.

Enter and confirm the desired password (6 characters). Then press <OK> (38).

Export parameter set
Settings
Configure theSenda B
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Note: The password can also be deleted (39)
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What can I do if I forget the password?
If you have forgotten your password, contact the Theben hotline to reset it:
•

Open the Settings page (35).


•

Under “Password”, press the <Change> (36) field.


•

A new “Settings” page appears.
A new “Password settings” page appears.

Press the <Reset> field (40) next to “Password forgotten”.


A new “Reset password” page appears.

•

Make a note of the displayed serial number and ID (41).

•

Then tap the i symbol (42).


•

Press <Continue> (43).


•
•

This opens a new window with the following message: “You will be redirected to the website …”.
This displays the Theben website with the theSenda B FAQ as well as the hotline telephone number.

Call the hotline at +49 (0) 7474 692 369. After specifying the serial number and ID, the hotline will provide
you with a super password containing 4 characters.
Type the password in the “Super password” field (44) and then press <Reset password> (45).


This opens a new window with the message: “Password reset successfully!”.

•

Press <OK> (46).

•

You have now reset the password saved in the theSenda B.

Note: The super password can only be entered once. Afterwards, the ID is changed.
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Abbreviations:
BLE: Bluetooth Low Energy
Device: detector or spotlight
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